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Dolphin PCIe Fabric 
Communications Library

Key Features
• High-speed, low latency data fabric 

for High Performance Embedded 
Computing systems

• Flexible software API interfaces, 
including TCP/IP, Sockets, MPI and 
SISCI

• Supports connections with any PCIe 
lane width or PCIe speed

• Hides PCIe complexities from 
applications for fast development

• Multicasting to CPUs and GPUs

Applications
• High Performance Embedded 

Computing

• Radar, image and sensor processing

• Signals intelligence (SIGINT)

• SBC peer-to-peer communications and 
data sharing

Overview
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions has partnered with Dolphin 
Interconnect Solutions® to provide a PCI Express® (PCIe) Fabric 
Communications Library supporting high-speed, low-latency peer 
to peer communications using PCIe connections. This software 
library hides the complexities and technical details of programming 
directly to PCIe devices, and presents an easy to use software API to 
applications developers wishing to send high-speed messages and 
bulk data between computing nodes. 

Applications can be developed using common communications API 
interfaces, which are supported by the software, including standard 
TCP/IP interfaces (ie: standard Berkeley Sockets), SuperSockets 
(socket interface without the TCP/IP stack overhead), and message 
passing via MPI. For the highest performance and maximum control, 
an optimized shared memory API called Software Infrastructure 
Shared-Memory Cluster Interconnect (SISCI) is also supported. 

These libraries support a wide range of Curtiss-Wright single 
board computers (SBCs), digital signal processor (DSP) modules,  
and GPGPUs. Any PCIe lane width and bus speed is supported. 
For modules that support on-board DMA, the libraries have been 
optimized to make use of DMA to maximize data throughput and 
reduce CPU overhead. 

For DSP and High Performance Embedded Computing (HPEC) 
systems, the PCIe Fabric Communications Library is available as part 
of our OpenHPEC™ Accelerator Suite, along with a suite of proven 
supercomputer development, performance and management tools. 

The Library is also available to order separately, for use with Curtiss-
Wright Intel® and Power Architecture SBCs. 
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PCIe data transfer ratesTABLE 1

LANE 
WIDTH

EFFECTIVE DATA RATE (GB/S)

GEN1 GEN2 GEN3

1 0.25 0.5 1

2 0.5 1 2

4 1 2 4

8 2 4 8

16 4 8 16

Note: Effective data rates are in bytes-per-second and excludes bit 
encoding overhead.

Features and Description
PCI Express
A PCIe interface consists of a bi-directional serial link 
between two nodes. The link can vary in lane width from 
1 lane to 32 lanes, with higher lane widths carrying 
proportionately more data. The most common lane widths 
used in today’s embedded VPX systems are 4-lane and 
8-lane links, however 2-lane and 16-lane links can also 
be used. The PCIe standard has also experienced several 
speed iterations, with Gen1 technology offering 2.5 Gbps 
performance per lane, Gen2 technology offering 5.0 Gbps 
performance per lane, and Gen3 technology offering 
8.0 Gbps per lane. Each generation has effectively doubled 
the performance of the previous generation. Combining 
these technical parameters, the maximum effective data 
transfer rates of PCIe technology is summarized in Table 1.

OpenVPX Fabric Topologies 
In the OpenVPX standard, the PCIe interface is most 
commonly used on the Expansion Plane or on the Data 
Plane.

When used on the Expansion Plane, a single point-to-point 
connection is made with a module’s adjacent neighbor. This 
is most often used to connect a processor (SBC or DSP) 
to a peripheral such as a GPU or FPGA, a storage device, 
or a mezzanine carrier card, but can also be used between 
two SBCs or DSPs. The VPX Expansion Plane architecture 
is meant to only connect these two modules together, and 
not to support communications between a larger number of 
modules. 

The VPX Data Plane is architected to connect many modules 
together. Two primary Data Plane architectures are defined 
as either Distributed or Centralized. In the Distributed 
architecture, point-to-point connections are made directly 
between modules. Each module communicates directly 
to another module, without utilizing a central switching 
node. If there is no direct connection between nodes, 
communications between these nodes is not easily 
achievable. 

In the Centralized architecture, point-to-point connections 
are made from all modules to a central switching module. In 
this architecture, it is possible for all nodes to communicate 
to all other nodes through the central switching module, and 
may also make use of additional PCIe functionality such a 
broadcast modes to gain efficiency when distributing data 
to multiple recipients. 

https://www.curtisswrightds.com/
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Example Architectures
Figure 1 shows a 3-module distributed fabric, where every module can communicate directly with every other module. Using 
4-lane PCIe Gen3 links, this architecture can support a maximum board-to-board bandwidth of 4 GBps. 

SBC or DSP engine SBC or DSP engine SBC or DSP engine

4-lane PCIe3 Links

Figure 1: Three-module distributed architecture

Figure 2 shows a 4-module centralized fabric, with a PCIe central switch as the fifth module in the chassis. Since all 8 lanes 
of PCIe can be connected to the switch, this architecture doubles the bandwidth of the 4-lane fabric, resulting in a maximum 
bandwidth of 8 GB/s. 

SBC or DSP engine

8-lane PCIe3 Links

SBC or DSP engine SBC or DSP engine SBC or DSP engine PCIe Switch

Figure 2: Four-module centralized architecture
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Software Interfaces
The PCIe Fabric Software Library supports a number of 
common software API interfaces, allowing the applications 
developer to select the API which best suits their application 
and performance needs. The overall software architecture is 
shown in Figure 3.

Applications can be developed using common 
communications API interfaces, which are supported 
by the software, including standard TCP/IP interfaces 
(ie: standard Berkeley Sockets), SuperSockets (socket 
interface without the TCP/IP stack overhead), and message 
passing via MPI. For the highest performance and maximum 
control, an optimized shared memory API called Software 
Infrastructure Shared-Memory Cluster Interconnect (SISCI) 
is also supported. 

For simple and non-latency sensitive applications, the TCP/
IP general networking interface and the SuperSockets API 
provide the easiest and most popular software APIs for 
application development with TCP and UDP multi-cast 
support. 

For higher performance, the SISCI (Software Infrastructure 
Shared-Memory Cluster Interconnect) API is a highly- 
optimized API providing fast low-latency memory to memory 
data transfers. A Message Passing Interface (MPI) is also 
provided, supporting message passing via MPI over PCIe. 

Support for Linux and VxWorks
Curtiss-Wright supports both Linux® and VxWorks® operating 
systems. Under Linux, all software APIs listed above are 
supported. Under VxWorks, or in shared VxWorks-Linux 
environments, the SISCI Shared Memory API is supported. 

OpenHPEC
For larger data flow applications or more complex multi-
processing systems, Curtiss-Wright offers our OpenHPEC 
Accelerator Suite. This pre-validated set of supercomputer 
development, performance and management tools includes 
the PCIe Fabric Software which can be used as the low-
latency high-speed data transfer and communications 
fabric between modules. Please refer to the OpenHPEC 
Accelerator Suite product sheet for more information.

Application

Socket Switch

TCP/IP Stack

MPI2

SISCI API SuperSockets

Interconnect Resource Manager
IP Driver

PCI Express Shared Memory Hardware

IP Driver

Ethernet

Failover

Figure 3: PCIe Fabric Software Library architecture
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Performance
Performance of the PCIe Fabric Software Library will 
vary based on the PCIe speed and number of PCIe lanes 
connected. Performance also varies based on the module 
type, the use of DMA within the module, and with the type of 
software API interface selected. 

Contact Curtiss-Wright for performance details.

Supported Modules
The following Curtiss-Wright COTS modules are supported 
by the PCIe Fabric Software Library:

• VPX3-1260: Intel 8th Gen Xeon® “Coffee Lake” SBC

• VPX3-1259: Intel 5th Gen Core i7 “Broadwell” SBC

• VPX3-482 (CHAMP-XD1): Intel Xeon D DSP Engine

• VPX3-131: NXP P4080 Power Architecture SBC

• VPX3-133: NXP T2080 Power Architecture SBC

Ordering Information
Single Board Computers and Digital Signal 
Processors
For SBCs and DSPs, the PCIe Fabric Software is sold as 
a one-time development license, and a per-board run-time 
license.

VPX3-1260/1259 Ordering InformationTABLE 2

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

DSW-1260-6001-LSD6  › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-1260 or 1259 SBC for 64-bit Linux operating systems
 › Supports Dolphin SuperSockets, TCP/IP, MPI and SISCI API interfaces
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-1260 or 1259 for one project, per site
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)DSW-1259-6001-LSD6

RTL-1260-6001-LSD6 Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-1260-6001-LSD6 or 
DSW-1259-6001-LSD6RTL-1259-6001-LSD6

MNT-1260-6001-LSD6 Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-1260-6001-LSD6 or 
DSW-1259-6001-LSD6MNT-1259-6001-LSD6

DSW-1260-0701-VSD6  › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-1260 or 1259 SBC for 64-bit VxWorks 7 operating system
 › Supports Dolphin SISCI API interface
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-1260 or 1259 for one project, per site 
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)DSW-1259-0701-VSD6

RTL-1260-0701-VSD6 Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-1260-0701-VSD6 or 
DSW-1259-0701-VSD6RTL-1259-0701-VSD6

MNT-1260-0701-VSD6 Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-1260-0701-VSD6 or 
DSW-1259-0701-VSD6MNT-1259-0701-VSD6

• DSW: Development license, which allows for unlimited 
development on a board type for one project, per site. 
DSW purchase also includes 4x run-time licenses

• RTL: Run-time license, purchased for each board running 
the PCIe Fabric Software in a development or deployed 
system

• MNT: Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) 
maintenance, to access regular software updates and 
enhancements

OpenHPEC Accelerator Suite
Detailed ordering information for the following modules can 
be found in the OpenHPEC Accelerator Suite Product Sheet.

• DSW: Development license, which allows for unlimited 
development of all supported board types for one project 
per site. Currently supported types are VPX3-482, VPX3-
1260 and VPX3-1259. DSW purchase also includes 4x 
run-time licenses

• RTL: Run-time license purchased for each board running 
the PCIe Fabric Software in a development or deployed 
system. Order by board type

• MNT: 1-year or 3-year Software Upgrade Program (SUP) 
maintenance to access regular software updates and 
enhancements
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VPX3-131/133 Ordering InformationTABLE 3

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

DSW-131-6011-LSD

 › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-131 SBC for 32-bit Linux operating systems
 › Supports Dolphin SuperSockets™, TCP/IP, MPI and SISCI API interfaces 
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-131 for one project, per site
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)

RTL-131-6011-LSD Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-131-6011-LSD

MNT-131-6011-LSD Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-131-6011-LSD

DSW-133-6011-LSD6

 › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-133 SBC for 64-bit Linux operating systems
 › Supports Dolphin SuperSockets, TCP/IP, MPI and SISCI API interfaces
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-133 for one project, per site
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)

RTL-133-6011-LSD6 Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-133-6011-LSD6

MNT-133-6011-LSD6 Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-133-6011-LSD6

DSW-131-0691-VSD  › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-131 or 133 SBC for 32-bit VxWorks 6.9 operating system
 › Supports Dolphin SISCI API interface
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-131 or 133 for one project, per site
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)

DSW-133-0691-VSD

RTL-131-0691-VSD
Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-131-0691-VSD or DSW-133-0691-VSD

RTL-133-0691-VSD

MNT-131-0691-VSD Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-131-0691-VSD or 
DSW-133-0701-VSDMNT-133-0691-VSD

DSW-131-0701-VSD  › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-131 or 133 SBC for 32-bit VxWorks 7 operating system
 › Supports Dolphin SISCI API interface
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-131 or 133 for one project, per site 
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)

DSW-133-0701-VSD

RTL-131-0701-VSD
Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-131-0701-VSD or DSW-133-0691-VSD

RTL-133-0691-VSD

MNT-131-0701-VSD Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-131-0701-VSD or 
DSW-133-0701-VSDMNT-133-0701-VSD

DSW-133-0701-VSD6

 › Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for VPX3-133 SBC for 64-bit VxWorks 7 operating system
 › Supports Dolphin SISCI API interface 
 › Licensed for applications development on the VPX3-133 for one project, per site
 › License also includes 4 x run-time licenses (RTL)

RTL-133-0701-VSD6 Run-Time License for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software for DSW-133-0701-VSD6

MNT-133-0701-VSD6 Annual Software Upgrade Program (SUP) for Dolphin PCIe Fabric Software DSW-133-0701-VSD6
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